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Belgium X XXX 96% No data 55%

France X XXX 98% 61% 8%

Spain X XX 87% 6% 17%

Germany X X 58% 31% 18%

Italy O O(X) 80% 27% 35%

Variety of Capitalisms and bargaining structures 

in the featured 5 Countries (Visser, 2017)
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The Country Specific Recommandations 

2015-17

 Belgium: one of the Commission’s favourite targets (2015-16). Its centralised 

system of sectoral negotiations and indexation has been considered a threat to the 

country’s productivity. 

 France: Wage dynamics were assessed as producing negative effects on 

competitiveness. Questions raised about both its collective bargaining system and 

the SMIC, considered inefficient due to their presumed rigidity, which did not allow 

firm-level collective bargaining to flourish

 Germany: the only country whose wage moderation policy has been repeatedly 

challenged by the Commission on the grounds that wages need to increase faster. 

 Italy: CB system considered inefficient, not providing enough room for firm-level 

bargaining. The EC complained that the inter-confederal agreement on trade 

union representativeness and collective bargaining was not yet operational

 Spain: disappointment because firm-level negotiations have not picked up 

despite the recent reforms. 



Was the recent crisis a turning point for 

EU industrial relations? 
 National reforms have been differently driven, through a mix of state 

imposed/sponsored and inter-associational reforms

 Divergences persist across the countries and, within each of them, broadening gaps 

across sectors and within sectors (segmentation; de-solidarization)

 A growing role of governments to constrain the social partners’ autonomy

 There’s no direct link between legal reforms and consequent outcomes in practices

 Reforms have increased the unilateral prerogatives available to employers, 

reinforcing their bargaining power vis-à-vis the unions, but no derogatory defections

 The resilience of national systems, deriving from social partners’ will to confirm the 

mutual benefits of joint regulation and cooperation, at sectoral and workplace level. 



Decentralisation in the most organized system of CB 

in Europe: the case of Belgium

 Central coordination through the intersectoral and sectoral 

predominance, covering almost the whole workforce (>90): joint 

committees, extensions and indexation.

 Derogation are possible only in very limited and highly regulated cases

 Less social partner autonomy in wage setting at central level, 

underogable

 a) downward, due to the statutory minimum floor

 b) upward, due to the tight government’s wage ceilings (2011-16)

 Relevant role played by the NEEG, with the indexation under pressure 

(CSRs).

 More scope for decentralized bargaining at the regional level and in 

larger and better performing enterprises (new topics and additional 

benefits)



Decentralisation in France. 

An escalating process

 State-supported decentralization dates long before EMU, though

horizontally (SMIC, tripartite concertation) and vertically organized

(extension mechanism, favourability)

 Since 2004, statutory reversal of the hierarchy of sources, giving priority

to company agreements and weakening the favourability principle.

 Safety net for concession bargaining: favourability principle on some key

issues (wage rates, job classification, training, supplementary

protections) + majority agreements only

 Most of the sector agreements have tried to maintain the vertical

coordination, excluding from worsening derogations a wider group of

issues

 1100-1400 agreements signed each year at higher level > extension

mechanism. 37.000 firm-level: 15% workplaces (>10 empl.) - 61,5%

employees. Incidence of opting out clauses: negligible



Varieties of decentralisation in 

German collective bargaining 

 De-centralization through the opening clauses is an established fact and 

predates EMU and crisis (from the “hardship clauses” to the Pforzheim 

Agreement, 2004). 

 Low paid segment, erosion of CB coverage and union density

 Growing differentials between sectors, for coverage and coordination (de-
solidarization)

 Decline of the horizontal coordination through the pattern/pivotal CB 

(metal), partially surrogated by the adoption of the SMW in support of the 

low pay sectors 

 Still a certain degree of vertical coordination, through the opening clauses 

controlled by the sectoral trade union, overcoming the traditional separation 

with the works councils, involved (skeptical) in the “works agreements”

Unprecedented trade union pluralism and downward competition (TAW)



CB in Italy: coordinated but the threat 

comes from the top

 A regulatory framework in progress, with an unclear stratification of

scopes and a fragmentation of un-representative national actors and

agreements (from 300 to 800 in 10 years); the threat of social dumping

more from than from the bottom

 State interventionism on social partners autonomy, through ceilings to

the wage dynamic (forecast inflation), pushing for decentralization with

opt-out and de-taxation. The current projects for a SMW.

Still an organized system, thanks to the resilience of intersectoral

(horizontal) and sectoral (vertical) CB. High national coverage (> 80%)

Firm-level bargaining invariably limited to the large enterprises (35%

empl.), and a limited incidence of derogatory agreements: 5-10%

New scope and contents for CB on no-monetary issues
(occupational welfare)



Decentralization in Spain.

Between the legal changes and real developments
The legal changes (2010-12)

prioritisation of decentralised agreements over sectoral deals, without

reserving any topics to the letter (as in France or Italy);

temporary derogation from sectoral agreements and broader scope for

employers’ unilateral changes in working conditions, if not ruled by

mandatory agreements

shortening of the validity of collective agreements after their deadline: one

year only

possibility to engage in negotiations with non-union entities;

The real developments (2013-17) 

After a first shock, a more limited impact than expected, with any real 

expansion of the frim-level coverage (6%) and new derogation agreements 

(1%). Why?

1.Resilience of intersectorial and sectoral collective agreements

2.No interest of SMEs in opening the gate to an unprecedented bargaining 



 Collective bargaining (“plastic”) institutions, under pressure, 

have remained in place fundamental

 MEB coverage remains quite stable and high (except D), also thanks 

to the extension mechanisms (B, F, E)

 Despite the attempts, the CB hierarchy, in practice, was not 

subverted. Organized decentralization (opening clauses), keeping 

the overall system under close scrutiny and supervision. Disorganized 

decentralization (opt-out clauses): negligible

 Real threats to the CB systems may come from the weakening of 

horizontal coordination (segmentation; contractual dumping) rather 

than from disorganized vertical decentralization

 Forms of CB re-centralization, through a new State interventionism, 

in order to keep under control the wage dynamic (B) or to affect the 

CB structures and to enhance LM liberalization (I, E, F). 

Counteracting by law the regulatory erosion: SMW and erga omnes in 

Germany

Comparative key findings



Policy remarks 

 Supra-company bargaining is a fundamental tool to reduce inter-

firm/sectoral pay inequality, low paid work, gender gap

Autonomous regulatory capacity of social partners may not be sufficient to 

avoid defections and fragmentation: certified representativeness 

 Legal extension mechanisms and SMW: antidotes to the coverage 

decline and a possible welcome role of the state legislation? 

 A more coordinated and inclusive CB system for reducing gaps with 

atypical and vulnerable groups and cope with the new world of labour

 The importance of a coordinated European trade union strategy (ETUC) 

to increase the number of workers covered by a collective agreement and 

upward wage convergence between countries and between sectors


